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Descriptive Summary

Identifier ICU.SPCL.MS18

Title Eusebius, of Caesarea Historia Ecclesiastica. Manuscript (Ms 18)

Date 15th century

Size 1 volume, 26 x 19 cm.

Repository Special Collections Research Center
University of Chicago Library
1100 East 57th Street
Chicago, Illinois 60637 U.S.A.

Abstract Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History, eleven books, in the Latin version of
Rufinus. Text in Latin. Codex Ms 18.

Information on Use

Access

The manuscript is open for research.

Digital Images

Original documents, texts, and images represented by digital images linked to this finding aid are
subject to U. S. copyright law. It is the user's sole responsibility to secure any necessary copyright
permission to reproduce or publish documents, texts, and images from any holders of rights in
the original materials.

The University of Chicago Library, in its capacity as owner of the physical property represented
by the digital images linked to this finding aid, encourages the use of these materials for
educational and scholarly purposes. Any reproduction or publication from these digital images
requires that the following credit line be included: Special Collections Research Center,
University of Chicago Library.

Commercial publication projects require the permission of the University of Chicago Library
and may be subject to a use fee. To order publication-quality reproductions, or for permission
to copy or use any part of the digital images attached to this finding aid for any commercial
purposes, please contact the Special Collections Research Center.

The images presented here may include materials reflecting the attitudes, language, and
stereotypes of an earlier time period. These materials are presented as historical resources in
support of study and research. Inclusion of such materials does not constitute an endorsement of
their content by the University of Chicago.
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The University of Chicago Library appreciates hearing from anyone who may have information
about any of the images in this collection.

Citation

When quoting material from this collection, the preferred citation is: Eusebius, of Caesarea
Historia Ecclesiastica. Manuscript, Codex Ms 18, Special Collections Research Center,
University of Chicago Library

Scope Note

Latin translation by Tyrannius Rufinus (circa 345-410), presbyter of Aquileia in North Italy, of
Eusebius' Historia Ecclesiastica, today the major source for the history of Christianity to 325.
Includes marginal notes, versals in blue and vermillion with tracework in the contrasting color,
and minor illumination in polychrome and gold.

Additional description

Related Resources

Browse finding aids by topic.

Subject Headings

• Eusebius, of Caesarea, Bishop of Caesarea, approximately 260-approximately 340
• Rufinus, of Aquileia, 345-410
• Church history -- Early works to 1800
• Manuscripts, Latin (Medieval and modern) -- Italy

INVENTORY

Volume 1
Codex Ms 18
View cover (front)-fol. 35v. http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/scrc/md/ewm-0018-01
View fols. 36r-72v. http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/scrc/md/ewm-0018-02
View fols. 73r-109v. http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/scrc/md/ewm-0018-03
View fols. 110r-146v. http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/scrc/md/ewm-0018-04
View fols. 147r-183v. http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/scrc/md/ewm-0018-05
View fols. 184r-220v. http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/scrc/md/ewm-0018-06
View fols. 221r-247v. http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/scrc/md/ewm-0018-07
View fols. 248r-cover (back.) http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/scrc/md/ewm-0018-08
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